ANOTHER ONE BITES THE DUST
Dust-tight bags, securing food hygiene and plant safety, using the latest in packing technology
FAWEMA was founded by Mr. Heinrich Kleinjung as “FAbrik für WErkzeuge und MAschinen” [Factory for Tools and Machinery]
late 50s

FAWEMA delivered its first fully automated packing line.
2015

Release of FAWEMA newest small flour packaging line the FA217.
121 COUNTRIES WHERE FAWEMA MACHINERY IS INSTALLED

1973 THE YEAR OF INSTALLATION OF OLDEST MACHINE STILL OPERATING

2,500 FAWEMA MACHINES INSTALLED WORLDWIDE

100 WE HAVE 100 LINES IN NORTH AMERICA

200,000,000,000 BAGS PACKED BY FAWEMA MACHINES SINCE 1920
70% of FAWEMAs Business is Flour packing
Dust-tight bags, securing food hygiene and plant safety, using the latest in packing technology.
TOUGHENED WORK PLACE REGULATIONS
TO REDUCE HAZARDS

- REDUCING DUST IN PACKAGING FACILITIES

- SAFE TRANSPORTATION OF GOODS

- SUPERMARKETS DEMANDING CLEAN FLOORS AND SHELVES
REDUCING DUST IN PACKAGING FACILITIES
SAFE TRANSPORTATION OF GOODS
SUPERMARKETS DEMANDING CLEAN FLOORS AND SHELVES
FOOD SAFETY STANDARDS ARE RIGHTFULLY GETTING MORE STRINGENT

- STOPPING INFESTATION

- TAMPER PROOF AND SAFE FROM FOREIGN BODIES

- OVERALL CLEANER SUPPLY CHAIN FROM PACKER TO SHELF
THE SOLUTION FROM FAWEMA

- SEALED BAGS DESIGNED FOR FOOD

- UNIVERSAL SYSTEM TO OBTAIN BAGS

- INCLUDED AS A STANDARD ON NEW FAWEMA EQUIPMENT OR CAN BE RETROFITTED
Since 1920

FAWEMA
THANK YOU!
FOR YOUR KIND ATTENTION

LUKE THOMAS – FAWEMA GERMANY

WWW.FAWEMA.COM